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Abstract

The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans is a powerful model organism for studying cell 

development, apoptosis, neuronal circuits, and aging. The isolate N2 is recognized by the C. 
elegans community as the reference wild-type strain. Interestingly, the lifespan of presumably 

isogenic C. elegans N2 worms—even when grown under comparable conditions—varies 

significantly amongst distinct laboratories. This hinders the inter-laboratory comparability of C. 
elegans lifespan data and raises questions regarding data interpretation and reproducibility. Here, 

we hypothesized slight alterations in experimental design and worm handling could explain the 

observed discrepancies. To test this hypothesis, we collected and assessed data from over 1000 

published C. elegans N2 lifespan assays as well as corresponding methodological meta-data. We 

find that mean N2 lifespans range from approximately 7 days to upwards of 35 days, despite 

laboratories disclosing seemingly comparable experimental conditions. We further demonstrate 

that, in addition to temperature, the use of the chemical sterilizer 5-fluoro-2′-deoxyuridine 

(FUDR) may change N2 lifespan. Additionally, we observed differences in average N2 lifespan 

from experiments originating from distinct geographic locations, indicating a potential effect 

of location-specific factors on experimental outcomes. Taken as a whole, our work indicates 

the sum of many small, rather than a few critical, differences in experimental conditions may 
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account for the observed variance in N2 lifespan. We also find that the absence of standardized 

experimental methods and the insufficient disclosure of experiment details in the peer-reviewed 

literature limits the inter-lab comparability of published results. We thus propose the establishment 

of a succinct reporting standard for C. elegans lifespan experiments to increase the reliability and 

reproducibility, and thus scientific value, of these studies.
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1. Introduction

Caenorhabditis elegans was first isolated from mushroom compost in Bristol, England in 

1951. The following decade, Dr. Sydney Brenner pioneered the use of this roundworm 

to model biological phenomena (Sterken et al., 2015). After culturing worms from his 

own garden (which he named N1) in the early 1960’s, Dr. Brenner obtained a “Bristol” 

C. elegans isolate from the laboratory of Dr. Ellsworth Doherty in 1963 (Sterken et 

al., 2015; WormBook, 2017). Following several passages of these worms on agar plates, 

Brenner selected and isolated a single hermaphroditic worm from Doherty’s strain for cohort 

expansion—thus the N2 (Bristol) strain was born (Sterken et al., 2015; Ankeny, 2001; 

Riddle et al., 1997; Brenner, 1974). Today, the N2 strain serves as the genuine wild-type 

reference strain in C. elegans research across the world for the investigation of various 

scientific questions.

Using C. elegans N2 as a model system offers several advantages over other invertebrate 

models: First, C. elegans’ self-mating behavior and short reproductive cycle allow for 

the rapid and technically simple establishment of large, isogenic, and age-synchronized 

cohorts (Porta-de-la-Riva et al., 2012). Second, the anatomy, developmental cell ancestry, 

and neuronal connectivity of C. elegans N2 is fully mapped (Altun and Hall, 2009). Third, 

approximately 80% of C. elegans N2 genes have orthologs in humans, indicating a high 

translational potential for findings made using worm models (Lai, 2000). Indeed, C. elegans-

based research has led to several fundamental discoveries impacting human health and 

biomedical research, including the first description of apoptosis (awarded the 2002 Nobel 

prize in Medicine), seminal work on RNA interference (awarded the 2006 Nobel prize in 

Medicine), and ground-breaking findings on the genetics of aging (Barbour, 2002; Fire et al., 

1998; Vanfleteren and Braeckman, 1999). Fourth, in laboratory conditions C. elegans N2 has 

a relatively short lifespan, making it an attractive model for aging research (Altun and Hall, 

2009). Fifth, the genetic toolbox for C. elegans research, including RNA interference and 

CRISPR-Cas9 technology, is readily available and efficient (Fire et al., 1998; Dickinson and 

Goldstein, 2016). Altogether, these characteristics render C. elegans into a powerful model 

to investigate important questions relevant to human health, disease, and aging (Tissenbaum 

and Using, 2015; Zhang et al., 2020).

In the wake of the current efforts to increase rigor and reproducibility in research, inter-

lab differences in C. elegans N2 physiology and behavior have come under scrutiny. 
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This includes differences in baseline N2 lifespan (Gems and Riddle, 2000). Here, we 

analyze and compare more than 1000 peer-reviewed and published N2 lifespan experiments 

and methodological meta-data with the goal to identify factors explaining the observed 

variability in N2 survival. A matrix of collected meta-data (titled “N2 Lifespans Final”) is 

shared via GitHub (https://github.com/jpcav97/N2-Lifespans). We show that differences in 

assay temperature, the use of 5-fluoro-2′-deoxyuridine (FUDR), as well as the geographic 

location of the laboratory may contribute to the observed inter-lab variability. We also find 

that insufficient disclosure of experimental details in peer-reviewed C. elegans longevity 

studies hinders both reproducibility and comparability of lifespan data across different 

laboratories.

2. Results

2.1. Data collection and characteristics

We first collected N2 lifespan data from 1018 independent experiments disclosed in 817 

separate publications. We sampled publications from distinct journals and publishers to 

minimize any potential journal-specific bias. From each lifespan experiment, we extracted 

the percentage of worms alive on day 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40 and 50 of adulthood from 

published lifespan curves as well as reported mean lifespans (if disclosed). To exclude the 

known impact of C. elegans diet on longevity in our analysis, we only collected N2 lifespan 

data from worms kept on E.coli OP50 as the food source (Win et al., 2013; Stuhr and 

Curran, 2020). Subsequently, we recorded experimental conditions reported in the materials 

and methods section, main text, figure legend, and/or supplemental information. A matrix 

of collected metadata (titled “N2 Lifespans Final”) is shared via GitHub (See Material and 

Methods, Sections 4.1–4.2). Our final dataset consisted of experimental data acquired in 36 

different countries published between 1993 and 2021, shared by 517 unique last authors.

Of note, many of the experimental features for which we surveyed were underreported and 

hence could not be used for our analysis (Fig. 1). For example, only ~ 22% of experiments 

contained data on the number of animals per assay plate and ~ 30% of publications disclosed 

the number of replica plates used per experiment (Fig. 1). Consequently, we used only 7 

of 12 features surveyed in our analysis. To account for major experimental differences, we 

categorized the data based on growth conditions (solid nematode growth media (NGM) 

or liquid S-media) and growth temperature in the larval stages and adulthood, as these 

were the most consistently reported and also known to impact lifespan (Vanfleteren and 

Braeckman, 1999; Win et al., 2013). Based on these features only, we identified 17 different 

experimental conditions used at least three times (Table 1). This exemplifies the diversity of 

experimental conditions used in C.elegans-based longevity research. Most experiments had 

worms maintained constantly at 20 °C on solid NGM plates (n = 702). Other frequently used 

conditions included worms maintained and assayed constantly at 15 °C on solid NGM plates 

(n = 18) and constantly at 25 °C on solid NGM plates (n = 66) (Table 1). We focused on 

these 3 conditions, as they were the most abundant, fully reported conditions that did not 

involve a temperature shift between the larval and assay periods. The curated dataset for 

analysis thus consisted of information from 786 N2 lifespan experiments reflecting 3 distinct 

and common assay conditions.
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2.2. N2 lifespans are inconsistent across published experiments

For our analysis, we focused on the percentage of worms alive on specific days of adulthood 

as well as reported mean lifespans, if reported in the manuscript or supplement. We found 

data for reported mean lifespan in approximately 55% (n = 432) of experiments for our 

3 distinct groups and approximately 57% of all assessed publications (Fig. 1, Table S1). 

Reported mean lifespans for C. elegans N2 ranged from approximately 7 days to more 

than 35 days, with an average of 17.7 days (95% CI: 17.33–18.06) (Fig. 2A). Notably, 32 

reported mean lifespans lay outside two standard deviations of the mean, with 9 outside the 

lower limit and 23 outside the upper limit (Fig. 2A). Assessing survival curves of the entire 

1018 experiments in our dataset, we observed the largest deviations in survival amongst 

experiments on day 15 (± 29.54%) and day 20 (± 26.77%) of adulthood (Fig. 2B). We also 

calculated the average condition-specific reported mean lifespans and found large variations 

based on growth media and temperature (Fig. S1). We then collated our 3 distinct assay 

conditions and found the largest deviations still occurred on day 15 (± 29.34%) and day 20 

(± 26.13%) (Fig. 2C). Deviations in the percentage of survival of more than ± 20% were 

consistently observed for all distinct temperatures at most time points (Fig. 2D–F). The 

least consistent results were observed for survival on day 20 of adulthood in experiments 

performed at 15 °C (± 36.87%) (Fig. 2F). As expected, we found a significant negative 

relationship (p < 0.0001) between assay temperature and mean N2 lifespan, as confirmed by 

an Analysis of Means (ANOM) test for unbalanced samples (95% confidence level) (Fig. 

S2A, Fig. 2G). We did not find a strong linear relationship between average lifespans at 

these temperatures after linear regression analysis (R2 0.09) (Fig. S12). The average of all 

reported mean lifespans for worms assayed at 15 °C was 25.2 days (95% CI: 18.69–31.64), 

at 20 °C was 17.7 days (95% CI: 17.29–18.08), and at 25 °C was 14.6 days (95% CI: 13.59–

15.61) (Fig. 2G, Fig. S3A, Table S1). Together, these results demonstrate assay temperature 

is a key factor affecting C. elegans lifespan. Our results further indicate that factors other 

than assay temperature and growth media affect N2 physiology and longevity.

2.3. The usage of 5-fluoro-2′ -deoxyuridine (FUDR) may increase N2 lifespan

C. elegans lay eggs and produce viable progeny, hundreds per adult worm, beginning on 

day 1 of adulthood (Altun and Hall, 2009). The maturation of progeny into adults within 

approximately 72 h complicates the continuous identification and observation of parent 

assay worms. To circumvent this issue, chemical sterilizers, such as the thymidylate synthase 

inhibitor 5-fluoro-2′-deoxyuridine (FUDR), are often used to inhibit progeny maturation 

(Mitchell et al., 1979). We compared experimental data from N2 lifespans performed at 20 

°C on solid NGM with or without FUDR. Sub-partitioning our datasets into ± FUDR was 

not sufficient to reduce or eliminate the previously observed inter-laboratory variance in N2 

lifespan (Fig. 3A–B). Experiments which used FUDR had a reported mean N2 lifespan of 

18.28 days (95% CI: 17.67–18.92) and those without FUDR showed a reported mean N2 

lifespan of 17.18 days (95% CI: 16.73–17.72) at 20 °C (p = 0.0075) (Fig. 3C, Fig. S2B). 

However, given the variance in mean lifespans (FUDR SD = 3.7; (–) FUDR SD = 4.2) and 

an overlap of confidence intervals (Fig. S3B), the statistical significance of these differences 

has to be taken with caution. The use of FUDR resulted in no observable difference (p = 
0.31) in N2 longevity at 25 °C (Fig. 3D–F, Fig. S2C). Amongst experiments using FUDR 

at 20 °C, reported mean N2 lifespans was not different with the usage of different FUDR 
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concentrations (p = 0.34), which ranged from 5 μM-50 mM (Fig. 3G–I, Fig. S2D). Taken 

as a whole, our data indicate the use of FUDR in longevity experiments may extend N2 

lifespan at 20 °C. Additionally, the presence or absence of FUDR alone is not sufficient to 

explain the observed inter-lab variance prevalent in published N2 survival experiments (Fig. 

3A–B, D–E).

2.4. Worm manipulation has no significant effect on N2 longevity

In the absence of a chemical sterilizer for colony control, adult N2 worms in lifespan 

experiments must be transferred to fresh OP50 plates approximately every 48 h at least until 

they cease to reproduce. These transfers are a likely source of physical distress for worms. 

Thus, we wondered if repetitive worm transferring impacts longevity. We hypothesized 

increased manipulation (transfer)-dependent stress would decrease longevity. To test our 

hypothesis, we compared data from experiments in which worms were transferred to fresh 

assay plates either less (Group 1, “(–) manipulation”) or more (Group 2, “(+) manipulation”) 

than twice during the experiment. Our analysis showed no difference in mean reported N2 

lifespan (p = 0.18) between these two groups, suggesting that worm handling-inflicted stress 

does not affect N2 longevity assays (Fig. 4A–C, Fig. S2E). Notably, the use of FUDR was 

similar between the two groups (Fig. S4). The large inter-laboratory variance in N2 survival 

remained and peaked at day 15 for Group 1 (± 25.65%) and Group 2 (± 29.51%) (Fig. 

4A–B). A further sub-division of Group 2 based on worm transfer occurring more frequently 

during the reproductive phase confirmed that differences in worm handling did not affect 

N2 lifespans (Fig. 4D–F). Altogether, the data indicate worm manipulation/transfer does not 

influence N2 lifespan.

2.5. Differences in N2 longevity are related to distinct geographic locations

C. elegans lifespan experiments are potentially sensitive to subtle changes in environmental 

parameters. In addition to temperature, humidity, air pressure, and air quality are known 

to impact C. elegans health (Haghani et al., 2019). We thus wondered if differences in 

local climate influence N2 longevity. Our dataset contained information from experiments 

reported from 36 different countries. The three most represented countries accounted for 

64.6% of all data collected (United States, 43.3%; China, 12.2%; Germany, 9.1%) (Fig. 5A, 

Fig. S5). To determine if the geographic location of laboratories affects N2 survival, we 

analyzed data from the 10 most represented countries in the dataset. Combined, these 10 

countries account for 86.2% (878 lifespans) of our dataset. We did not analyze the remaining 

13.8% of the experiments, as they were distributed amongst the remaining 26 countries and 

resulted in few experiments per country. We noticed the percentage of animals alive on days 

15, 20, and 25 of adulthood at 20 °C was variable amongst these 10 countries (Fig. S6). 

We also observed notable deviation in N2 lifespan amongst the 5 most represented countries 

(Fig. 5B–F). Interestingly, the average reported mean lifespan of N2 worms was increased 

in experiments from Japan and Germany compared to other countries (p < 0.05) (Fig. 5G, 

Fig. S2F). We further performed a similar analysis considering individual states within the 

United States. In the entire data set, N2 lifespan information from experiments originating 

in the United States most often came from California (25.2%), Massachusetts (11.0%), 

Michigan (8.7%), and New York (7.5%) (Fig. S7). Our analysis showed that N2 lifespans 

were shorter lived when reported from New York-based laboratories as compared to other 
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US locations (p < 0.05) (Fig. 5H, Fig. S2G). These findings indicate the geographic location 

of the laboratory may contribute to the variation observed in N2 lifespan experiments.

3. Discussion

The nematode C. elegans is a well-established model system popular in the aging research 

community. The N2 strain is generally recognized as the wild-type reference control in 

C. elegans experiments. However, as we demonstrate here, survival and mean lifespan 

of published, peer-reviewed N2 lifespan experiments range from approximately 7 to 

over 35 days at comparable experimental conditions (Fig. 2A, Fig. S9). This lab-to-lab 

variance in N2 survival limits the inter-lab comparability of N2 lifespan results and 

likely affects experimental reproducibility. Considering N2 survival is commonly used as 

a benchmark to decide whether mutations or treatments alter C. elegans lifespans, the 

observed inconsistencies are concerning. This variance may lead to contradicting results 

from different labs regarding the role of particular genes in C. elegans lifespan regulation.

Our analysis revealed that, in addition to assay temperature, the usage of FUDR may 

influence N2 survival. The practice of using FUDR in lifespan experiments has been 

questioned previously due to a lack of complete comprehension for its mechanism of action 

and potential effects on worm development. Indeed, FUDR has been shown to alter worm 

proteostasis, a process critically involved in lifespan regulation (Feldman et al., 2014). The 

temporal administration of FUDR has been shown to impact N2 phenotypes and possibly 

senescence (Wang et al., 2019), and an extension of lifespan after FUDR administration to 

mutant C. elegans has been previously established (Aitlhadj and Stürzenbaum, 2010; Van 

Raamsdonk and Hekimi, 2011; Kato et al., 2016). Our results suggest the possibility that 

the use of FUDR may contribute to altering N2 lifespan as well. However, due to the large 

variability in our ± FUDR dataset, we do not find strong statistical support to define FUDR 

usage as a significant factor in N2 lifespan experiments.

Our analysis further indicates that the geographic location of the laboratory in which the 

experiment was performed contributes to the observed variance in N2 lifespan. Notably, 

wild C. elegans isolates from different geographic locations were shown to acquire specific 

mutations in response to differences in elevation, humidity, and temperature prevalent at 

sites of isolation (Evans et al., 2017). Unlike temperature, however, humidity, air quality, 

and air pressure are not explicitly monitored and/or regulated during C. elegans lifespan 

experiments. Experimental support for this hypothesis thus remains to be provided. Another 

possible explanation for inter-lab differences in N2 survival may lay in local sharing of 

N2 reference worms. Inheriting C. elegans strains from neighboring/nearby laboratories, 

for example when junior investigators become independent, facilitates the installment of 

high-passage number N2 strains as lab-specific references. However, continuous passaging 

of N2 worms is likely leading to the acquisition of spontaneous mutations as they are 

passaged. We thus suggest to regularly replenish N2 reference strains with fresh batches 

obtained from the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center (CGC).

Perhaps not surprising, our study highlights the variable and often insufficient disclosure 

of experimental details critical for inter-lab data comparisons and data reproduction. 
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Our data collection strategy was focusing on experimental features we expected to be 

consistently reported in all publications. This approach had many benefits, as it was 

1) technically simple; 2) unbiased towards specific journals and/or laboratories; and 

3) high throughput. However, key experimental details were frequently missing in the 

published literature, as highlighted in Fig. 1. For example, much of our analysis relied 

on reported mean lifespan, which was only disclosed in ~57% of publications. These 

gaps in disclosing experimental details reduce the cross-comparability of results amongst 

laboratories. We also find that while most ANOM tests yielded in p-values of less than 

0.05, group-specific confidence intervals show little separation or even overlap. This implies 

that despite a “significant” p-value, different groups may not be reproducibly distinct 

(Figs. S2, S3). Reducing the variability in our dataset would lead to a clearer distinction 

between group-specific confidence intervals, which is critical to draw well-supported 

conclusions regarding the significance of how individual factors affect N2 lifespan. A 

possible solution to this problem would be the establishment of a reporting standard 

for the performance and disclosure of C. elegans lifespan experiments. We thus propose 

a community-wide effort to define and implement a standardized set of protocols for 

lifespan experiments. Similar recommendations have been proposed by earlier multi-lab 

consortia, perhaps most prominently by the Caenorhabditis Intervention Testing Program 
(CITP) (Lucanic et al., 2017). Notably, the CITP demonstrated that the adherence to 

standardized experimental conditions is sufficient to reduce inter-lab N2 lifespan variance 

to approximately 10% (Lucanic et al., 2017). The remaining variability may arise from 

environmental stimuli (humidity, salinity, altitude, air pressure, etc.), acquired strain-specific 

background mutations, epigenetic traits, and/or experimenter-related bias. The possibility of 

variance in N2 lifespan arising due to experimental-related scoring bias may be diminished 

in the near future by the use of auto- mated lifespan scoring techniques (Felker et al., 

2020; Le et al., 2020; Puchalt et al., 2020). Finally, we also have to consider that naturally 

occurring developmental variation may contribute to our observations. The production 

of different phenotypes in isogenic populations cultured in the same environment is well-

documented (Molenaar et al., 1993; Vogt et al., 2008; Gärtner, 2012). To what extend this 

applies to C. elegans remains to be studied.

In conclusion, we believe the implementation of standardized and/or automated protocols 

paired with more succinct methodological reporting would lead to more reliable and 

reproducible data, benefiting biomedical research as a whole.

4. Materials and methods

4.1. Data collection

Data was collected during the period of May 2020 – April 2021 from published articles 

in peer-reviewed journals. Publications were found via Google or PubMed searches similar 

to “C. elegans lifespan experiments” and were chosen at random, typically from the top 

of the search results page downwards. As data collection continued and new experiments 

became increasingly more difficult to find, more specific search criteria (i.e. a specific 

disease/field, such as Alzheimer’s disease or neurodegeneration, or other key words such 

as a certain country) were added to the search criteria to widen the search. In order 
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to be included for analysis, experiments must have 1) used wild-type N2 worms as a 

control, 2) had N2 worms grown on OP50 E. coli (hence N2 worms grown on e.g. E.coli 
HT115 were excluded), and 3) had N2 worm plates remained untreated by drugs or other 

experimental compounds. Lifespan curves were carefully measured using straight-edged 

rulers and reported accordingly for the percentage of animals alive on days 3, 5, 10, 15, 

20, 25, 30, 40, and 50 of adulthood. Papers were then meticulously examined for details 

regarding growth media, experimental conditions, use of FUDR, geographic location, etc. 

and data was tabulated accordingly (Fig. 1). If data could not be found in the published 

article, the cell was left blank and disregarded from the analysis. Multiple experiments from 

the same publication were considered as separate data points, as long as the experiments 

were done independently. The ratio of labs to number of measurements is roughly 0.60 for 

countries and 0.45 for states. The number of values per lab ranges from 1 to 13 with a 

median of 1, indicating large diversity in the database. The database is accessible following 

this link: https://github.com/jpcav97/N2-Lifespans.

4.2 Data curation, analysis, and figure generation

Meta-analysis was done via custom-made Python script using Spyder (Version 4.51). The 

script can be found on GitHub.com, following this link: https://github.com/jpcav97/N2-

Lifespans. Data was saved as a. csv file, then imported into GraphPad Prism (Version 9.1.0) 

for figure generation and data analysis. For analysis, we excluded information from lifespan 

assays that did not disclose temperature (n = 17), growth media (n = 59), both (n = 10), or 

included a temperature shift between larval development and adult lifespan assay conditions 

(n = 79). We further excluded experiments with worms constantly at 22 °C (n 10) and 21 (n 
= 3) due to lack of statistical power. Experiments using conditions which appeared less than 

3 times were disregarded (n = 42). Data was placed into groups based on three experimental 

conditions: temperature maintained (hatching through larval stage 4), temperature assayed 

(adulthood), and growth media (solid nematode growth media or liquid S-medium). As such, 

each group contained data entries with identical temperatures and growth media. Conditions 

were added for different types of analysis, such as use of FUDR or worm manipulation. 

For most of the analysis, experiments maintained and assayed at 20 °C on solid nematode 

growth media (Assay Condition 1, Table 1) were used, unless otherwise stated. To generate 

a lifespan curve, the percent of worms alive was averaged over all experiments under the 

same experimental conditions for each day extracted. This technique allowed for analysis of 

each lifespan experiment in the desired group being analyzed. For grouped summary data, 

the data was extracted the same as for lifespan curves and then further analyzed based on 

the percentage of worms alive on a given day for a given bin size (Figs. S5 and S6). One 

and two standard deviations (SD) from the mean were calculated and plotted onto mean 

lifespan curves. For some lifespan curves, the theoretical mean ± 1SD and/or ± 2SD space 

resulted in some area coverage below 0% and/or above 100% survival. These values, while 

physiologically unachievable, serve to define the theoretical mean ± 2SD space and were 

not observed but mathematically calculated. Boxplots were generated and visually reported 

using the Tukey boxplot method by collating all reported mean lifespans for the target 

experimental group.
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4.3. Statistical analysis

We performed a Shapiro-Wilks test to confirm that data is normally distributed. We further 

analyzed the data by performing a one-factor unbalanced Analysis of Mean (ANOM) test, 

which accounts for differences in sample size. All ANOM tests were performed using a 95% 

confidence level (α = 0.05). These analyzes were done using custom-made Python script 

using Spyder (Version 4.51). The results of all ANOM tests are graphically represented in 

Supplemental Fig. S2. For each Figure, the center horizontal line is the grand mean (the 

mean of all reported mean lifespans including all groups compared in that graph). The 

decision lines are specific to each group and are the dashed lines above and below the grand 

mean line. The mean of each group is represented by the black dot. If a group mean (black 

dot) is above or below the group’s decision line, that group mean is statistically higher or 

lower, respectively, from the grand mean (α = 0.05). A visual representation and matrix of 

mean lifespan data and supporting confidence intervals is provided in Supplemental Fig. S3 

and Table S1, respectively.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1. 
Levels of assay feature disclosed in analyzed data set.

White. Assay features used in analysis. Gray: assay feature disclosed in more than 50% of 

publications but not used for analysis. Dark gray: assay feature disclosed in less than 50% of 

experiments and not used in analysis.
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Fig. 2. 
Variability of N2 lifespans in the published literature.

A. Reported mean lifespan of all entries in the data set. Average reported N2 lifespan 

was 17.7 days, as represented by the solid black line. Each circle represents an individual 

experiment. Dashed line indicates two standard deviations from the mean. B–F. Average 

lifespan on the respective day for the total data set (B), combination of assay conditions 

1, 2, and 5 in Table 1 (C), and respective individual assay conditions (D–F). Yellow 
indicates 1 standard deviation from the mean; blue represents 2 standard deviations from 
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the mean. Survival above 100% and below 0% is not physiologically possible. G. Tukey-

method boxplot for experiments at 20 °C, 25 °C, and 15 °C (assay conditions 1, 2, and 

5, respectively, from Table 1). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. 
Analysis of the effect of 5-fluoro-2′-deoxyuridine on N2 lifespan.

A-B. Average lifespan on each respective day for experiments without (A) and with (B) 
FUDR at 20 °C. C. Tukey-method boxplot comparing experiments with and without FUDR 

at 20 °C. D-E. Average lifespan on the respective day for experiments without (D) and with 

(E) FUDR at 25 °C. F. Tukey-method boxplot comparing mean lifespan of experiments 

with and without FUDR at 25 °C. G. Scatter plot comparing the frequency of FUDR 

concentrations observed in the dataset. H. Average lifespan on each respective day for 
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commonly used FUDR concentrations. Error bars represent 1 standard deviation from the 

mean at 20 °C. I. Tukey-method boxplot of reported mean lifespans of 4 commonly used 

FUDR concentrations at 20 °C. All experiments were on solid NGM agar. For A-B, D-E, 

yellow indicates 1 standard deviation from the mean; blue indicates 2 standard deviations 

from the mean. Survival above 100% and below 0% is not physiologically possible. (For 

interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.)
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Fig. 4. 
The effect of worm transfers on N2 lifespan.

A-C. Average survival curves for the respective day of adulthood (A-B) and Tukey-method 

boxplot of reported mean lifespans (C) for experiments which transformed worms less than 

(“(−) manipulation”) or more than (“(+) manipulation”) twice during the experiment. D-E. 
Average survival curves from the “manipulation” group which transferred worms everyday 

(D) or every 2–3 days (E) during the reproductive period. F. Overlay of the survival curves 

of D-E. Error bars represent 1 standard deviation from the mean. For A-B, D-E, yellow 
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indicates 1 standard deviation from the mean and blue indicates 2 standard deviations 

from the mean. Survival above 100% and below 0% is not physiologically possible. All 

experiments were done on solid NGM at 20 °C. (For interpretation of the references to 

colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 5. 
Distinct geographic locations show differences in N2 lifespan.

A. Analysis of countries experiments were performed in the entire dataset. B–F. Average 

survival curves for the United States (B), China (C), Germany (D), Republic of Korea (E), 
and Japan (F) at 20 °C on solid NGM. Yellow indicates 1 standard deviation from the mean 

and blue indicates 2 standard deviations from the mean. Survival above 100% and below 

0% is not physiologically possible. G-H Tukey-method boxplots of the reported mean N2 

lifespans of different countries (G) and states of the United States (H). CA: California; 
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MA: Massachusetts; NY: New York; WA: Washington; TX: Texas; MI: Michigan. (For 

interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.)
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Table 1

Assay conditions identified in the data set based on growth media and temperature. Many experimental 

conditions were excluded due to insufficient reporting of conditions and/or insufficient number of entries.

Assay Condition Growth Media Temperature Maintained (Through L4, °C) Temperature Assayed (Adult, °C) Count

a
1

NGM 20 20 702

a
2

NGM 25 25 66

3 N/A 20 20 51

4 NGM 20 25 27

a
5

NGM 15 15 18

6 S-Medium 20 20 17

7 NGM N/A N/A 17

8 NGM 25 20 16

9 NGM 15 20 11

10 NGM 22 22 10

11 N/A N/A N/A 10

12 NGM 15 25 9

13 NGM 20 15 7

14 N/A 25 25 6

15 NGM 25 15 5

16 N/A 15 15 3

17 NGM 21 21 3

Other 42

a
Assay condition used in analysis.
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